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Abstract - A considerable amount of advances utilized in smart homes can be adjusted to meet various necessities. By realising
and implementing these innovations in homes can dispense the need of care and allow freedom to the individuals who may
struggle coping up with everyday exercises or in conditions of visual deficiency, dumbness or motionlessness. This paper means
to talk about home automation frameworks for the physically impaired by the means of speech recognition and device control
with inserted frameworks. An idea of machine learning is examined which is a technique for information investigation that
computerizes scientific model structures. Machine learning trains PCs to perform undertakings and gives yield without being
expressly programmed. The framework utilizes machine learning procedures by watching conduct of an individual at a
specific time, condition, climate and daily routine tasks and provides output. Ant colony optimization and decision tree
algorithm are assessed for surmised solutions in troublesome advanced issues which make the framework more brilliant with
the terms of accurate decisions and feature selection.
Keywords – Artificial intelligence, speech recognition, machine learning, Ant Colony Optimization, signal processing, decision
tree.

I. INTRODUCTION
Artificial Intelligence is the capacity of PC or other
machine to perform activities that requires intelligence.
Among these activities are sensible inference and
deduction, imagination and the capacity to settle on
choice dependent on their past experience. It might be
deficient data, yet it has the ability to comprehend
spoken dialect. Self-driving cars face recognition, web
search, industrial robots, missile guidance, tumour
detection and many more real time complex problems
have already been mitigated, if not completely solved
with the utilizations of the artificial intelligence. Natural
language is an artificial intelligence specialization that
forms the human regular dialect and prepares PCs to
give reaction.
Speech recognition is a standout amongst the most mind
boggling zones of software engineering and partly as a
result of its interdisciplinary. Speech is normally
dynamic in nature. There are numerous methodologies
utilized in speech recognition; to be specific artificial
neural networks (ANN), pattern recognition, and
language modelling and statistical analysis. In the
essential model of speech recognition pre-processing,
include extraction and displaying is performed. The AI
field teams up with designing, maths, semantics, brain
research, philosophy, neurobiology, and artificial logical
order. Self-driving cars, facial recognition, growth
acknowledgment and web seek, mechanical robots,
missile directing growth detection and a bunch of other

complicated real life issues have effectively been
unravelled with the uses of the fake intelligence.

Fig.1 Basic working of Speech Recognition.
Machine learning is a strategy of data investigation that
automates systematic model
building. These
calculations that iteratively learn from data, machine
learning grants framework to look out concealed bits of
knowledge while not being explicitly modified wherever
to appear. There are many learning calculations like
supervised, unsupervised, semi supervised learning and
transduction learning which are ordered for special
purpose undertakings. These calculations help to
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comprehend the idea and to use in a proper way. A
decision tree is regulated learning calculation in which
internal nodes speaks to relate quality, each branch
speaks to result of the root issue and each leaf node
speaks to arranged information that computes all
properties. It is a standout principal among the
procedures utilized in classification. Tree is built in a
top down way and models are ordered in root-leaf
structure to address any issue.
As per paper [8], Decision tree algorithm has
uniqueness for being converting and effectively fit for
the standards of grouping and expectation. This paper
has acquainted an algorithm to develop a decision tree
with less unpredictability and with a simpler approach,
thinking about couple of parameters. In case of a smart
home design, decision tree algorithm functions
admirably and gives effective parameters for
classification.
Ant colony is an idea of self-sorting out rule which
permits exceedingly organized conduct and finds an
answer with harmony. A few distinct parts of the
conduct of ant colonies have roused various types of ant
algorithms. Scrounging, division of work, brood
arranging and cooperative transport are such models.
Ant colony streamlining (ACO) is a standout amongst
the best instances of ant colony algorithms motivated by
searching and learning conduct of ants. A unique
hormone created by ants is pheromone which works as
the building block for communication between ants. By
detecting pheromone trails foragers can pursue the way
from food source to their homes. This trail-following
conduct whereby an ant is affected by a concoction trail
left by different ants is the motivating idea of ACO.

actualize Real time location systems (RTLS) that works
with RFID labels and communicates through the Wi-Fi
arrangement in the building. In this paper an algorithm
is utilized named the event and noting algorithm which
screens the occasions intermittently (every 4 hours) set
up by incapacitated individuals just as their location to
decide how to intervene them and their overseers.
According to [4] ACO is the heuristic algorithm for
solving difficult combinatorial problems. The
pheromone can be considered as a numerical data for
giving probabilistic solutions. The components of ACO
are large enough to provide a number of solutions, but
have heuristics to select perhaps the most promising
outputs. This paper concludes some final procedures to
implement ACO met heuristic..
 Initialization
 Construct Ant solutions
 Apply Local Search
 Global Update Pheromones
By the reproduced outcomes examination, this proposed
algorithm has given ideal arrangement with higher
performance. Yet to refresh the pheromone persistently
well communication, intensification and expansion is
required for a few parameters. In the correlation of
genetic algorithms,
evolutionary programming,
mimicked tempering and ACS, self-evolving ACO gives
an ideal arrangement with adjusting different factors
with regards to TSP.
A modified version of the above algorithm – the
efficient ant colony optimization (EACO) algorithm has
been introduced in paper [5] which improves the
standard ACO algorithm for combinatorial, continuous
and mixed variable optimization problems by bringing
forth the sampling technique.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The significant procedures of speech recognition
incorporate element extraction, acoustic demonstrating,
elocution modelling and decoder. The end client
traverses the application by the means of an appropriate
input device, for example a microphone. Sound waves
travel in the form of simple analog signal hence the
recognizer first acknowledges them as an analog signal
and transforms them into digital signals. The
penultimate portion of paper [2] demonstrates that
Computers would rapidly touch base with preinstalled
programmed speech recognition frameworks. Hardware
and gadgets with this innovation would enhance the
lives of the visually impaired, the hard of hearing, and
other physically tested individuals by giving them
access to PCs without the click of buttons.
The smart interface has been produced in first research
[3] to assist individuals with handicaps at working
environment. It has utilized assistive advances to

In combinatorial ACO algorithm, the change likelihood
that assistance to pick the following arrangement part
and for ceaseless and blended variable advancement
issues, the likelihood of picking insect manage and the
conveyance of the arbitrary numbers produced for the
acknowledgment likelihood of an answer segment
influences the execution of the ACO algorithm. EACO
algorithm is produced dependent on effective testing
procedure that keeps the assorted variety and the
multidimensional consistency property of tests.
In the network to solve routing problems, a different
concept of ACO has been implement in paper [9] called
the multiple ant colonies optimization (MACO). This
algorithm brings forth various ant colonies to simulate
the competition for load balancing within the network
resources allocation. A new direction of ACO
researches that emphasizes on enhancing the
performance of ACO and mitigating the effect of search
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